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Hepatitis B is a viral infection of the liver with a 
range of outcomes from no illness to severe liver 
failure and possibly death (less than 1%). Illness 
may occur within months of exposure or years 
later. People who are unable to clear the virus 
from their bodies within 6 months have chronic 
hepatitis B and are carriers. Chronic hepatitis B 
infection may be inactive (no symptoms) or active 
(with illness). 

The Pacific Islands and most of Asia, except India 
and Japan, have a high prevalence of hepatitis B. 

What are the symptoms? 

Symptoms varies by age. Most children under 5 
years of age and newly infected immune-
suppressed adults do not develop symptoms. 
30%–50% of persons aged ≥5 years do have 
symptoms including:  

• feeling unwell and tired (fatigue)  

• joint pain 

• loss of appetite 

• nausea 

• abdominal pain 

• jaundice. 

Symptoms typically last for several weeks but can 
persist for up to 6 months. 

Persons with chronic hepatitis B infection may 
have no symptoms, or may develop cirrhosis 
(scarring of the liver) or liver cancer.  

How is it diagnosed? 

A blood test will show if someone has hepatitis B 
infection or if they are immune. It usually takes 2-
3 months after exposure to develop symptoms. 

How do people get hepatitis? 
Hepatitis B virus is transmitted by contact with 
blood (and other body fluids) from an infected 
person. This may be from: cuts, scratches, 
sharing toothbrushes, razors, towels, face cloths, 
sharing skin-piercing needles or sexual contact. 

Chronic hepatitis B and carriers 

The chances of the hepatitis B virus not being 
cleared from the body after an infection varies 
according to the age when the infection occurs 
but is greatest among young children. 
Approximately 90 percent of those infected at 
birth or in infancy develop chronic hepatitis B 
infection, compared with 30 percent of children 
infected between ages 1 and 4 years and less 
than 5 percent of people infected as adults.  

People with chronic infection can spread the 
disease even feel well. Chronic infection can 
result in serious liver disease and should be 
managed by a specialist. 

 

 

Hepatitis B is spread mainly by transfer of blood 
and other bodily fluids from one person to 
another. To avoid infecting others a person who is 
a carrier should take the following steps: 

• Cover any open cuts or sores 

• Clean any blood spillage with household 
bleach (do not put bleach on your skin) 

• Must not donate blood 

• Practice safe sex- use condoms until your 
partner has evidence of protective immunity 

• Must not share piercing, tattooing, drug 
injecting or snorting equipment 

• Must not share razors, towels, toothbrushes, 
or any object that may come into contact with 
blood or sexual fluid  

• Household and sexual contacts of carriers 
should have a blood test to check on their own 
hepatitis B status. They can have free hepatitis 
B immunisations if they are not already 
immune. 

Is there any treatment for hepatitis B? 

There is no specific treatment for acute hepatitis 
B but rest, proper nutrition, fluids, and close 
medical monitoring are advised. Some people 
may need to be admitted to hospital. 

People with chronic hepatitis B should be 
evaluated by a specialist and monitored on a 
regular basis. Treatments are available that can 
slow down or prevent the effects of liver disease.  

Pregnancy and the risk to the baby  

It is important to identify by a blood test if a 
pregnant woman is a carrier so that 
immunisations can be given to prevent the baby 
becoming infected around the time of delivery. If 
the mother is a carrier the midwife or doctor 
supervising the birth will arrange for the baby to 
be given antibodies and immunisation within 12 
hours of being born. All immunisations for the 
baby are free. The baby will need further hepatitis 
B injections to fully protect him/her. 

Prevention 

The best way to prevent hepatitis B infection is by 
immunisation.  A vaccine against hepatitis B is 
part of the free routine childhood immunisation 
schedule. Some adults are also entitled to free 
hepatitis B Immunisation including  close contacts 
or sexual partners of cases of acute or chronic 
hepatitis B. 
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